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S E R I E S

As versatile as they are attractive,
Rhapsody’s Driftwood colors
produce doors that embody a design
aesthetic suited to first-class new
construction—or retrofits in existing
elite homes.

Recalling subtle hues of wood
scouRed by the sea, Rhapsody seRies

dRiftwood dooRs display tempeRed
tones consistent with sophisticated
design contexts.

Creating

an

Original

Rhapsody in hue – the mellow colors of driftwood finishes.
Mocha

new and exclusive to the artisan Rhapsody

just perfectly. driftwood surfaces in mocha, espresso,

series, our three driftwood colors evoke

and Van dyke black suggest the seasoned look of

the timeless appeal of weathered shoreline

prime woods enhanced by the elements over years.

treasures in wood. for many contemporary

mellow and tempered, these handsome tones express

design and architectural situations, there’s no substitute

a mature sensibility not readily achieved from less

for an understated palette that mutes the desired colors

refined selections.
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Rhapsody Series
for the Performance of a Lifetime
presenting the

Rhapsody seRies dooRs fRom aRtisan deliVeR a haRmonious integRation of fine mateRials, supeRb engineeRing, skilled
constRuction and classic design—a combination that makes eVeRy Rhapsody pRoduct both functional and beautiful
foR the long teRm. in eVen the most sophisticated design context, a Rhapsody dooR pRoVides the peRfect solution.

Virtuoso
Design
and Quality

The range of elegant colors, styles and architectural details available
within the Rhapsody door line makes it easy to create an installation as
visually appealing as it is practical in daily use.

creative possibilities with the

Heat Resistant

Rhapsody series include individually
designed and constructed doors.

with special heat-reflective finishes, Rhapsody doors truly

Virtually any dimensions can be

excel for installations in beach, lakefront and coastal

produced, in the perfect custom

locales. unlike common vinyl models, Rhapsody doors with

configurations and surface

these precision-engineered finishes minimize solar heat

treatments demanded by your

gain. even when painted in darker custom colors, they

home’s unique architecture and

provide reliable protection from heat and humidity,

setting. whatever Rhapsody door

contributing to indoor comfort. the finishes are formulated

you choose, you can be certain that

to stand up well under demanding environments, no matter

RHAPSODY
FRAME
SECTION
FEATURES
STEEL FRAME

it will be crafted to the industry’s

where they are installed.

highest standards for materials
and manufacturing, with superior

MOLDED COMPOSITE
OVERLAY FRAME

insulation, heavy-duty structural

Natural Harmony

POLYSTYRENE FOAM
INSULATION

members and durable

the signature of those who create Rhapsody series doors
MOLDED COMPOSITE
V-GROOVE PANEL

hardware throughout.
a deep environmental ethic informs the creation and

is craft—the skill and care at every stage from conception
to construction that shape a product of true and lasting

construction of Rhapsody doors. for example, many
Regardless of the architectural style and character of your home, Artisan’s
custom-designed, custom-built Rhapsody Series doors deliver an essential
element of an appealing, integrated visual impression.

structural members are constructed of recycled and
renewable materials and the underlying frame material is

RHAPSODY
WINDOW
SECTION
FEATURES

fully recyclable. this reflects a constant commitment by

excellence. this kind of dedication produces a superior
look, of course—but it does much more. it produces
STEEL FRAME

doors that are reliably functional, highly durable,
and of an overall outstanding quality that will maintain

artisan custom doorworks to responsible use of the
The bold style selected for this handsome triple-door garage
installation—along with the rich Royal Cherry surfaces—ideally
complements the architectural style and mountain setting of
the structure.

Expertly
Composed

world’s resources.

MOLDED COMPOSITE
OVERLAY FRAME

POLYSTYRENE FOAM
INSULATION

their superb appearance and operation for many years

1/8" DSB GLASS

to come.

MOLDED COMPOSITE
GRILLE

the

Rhapsody Difference

Encore
Artisan uses genuine
Sapele Mahogany for
the Rhapsody Series.

few doors are as attractive and durable as Rhapsody.

patterns of select sapele mahogany, an exotic tropical

low-maintenance prefinished exteriors limit frequent

hardwood. with no exterior fasteners, outer surfaces show

tones, and any paint shade—with many design options

staining or painting, so the doors look great for years.

no unsightly nail or screw holes. a wide selection of finishes

give Rhapsody series doors unmatched versatility.

lightweight composite facing eases strain on door

and carriage house designs make Rhapsody perfect for

custom features include v-groove, raised/recessed panels,

hardware, springs and operator systems—and two-sided

high-end architectural treatments. with available custom

trifold styles, insulated glass and windload hardware. use

insulated steel frames are strong and energy eﬃcient.

painting, it’s even more versatile.

them to tailor your door for a perfect fit with your home.

Rhapsody doors are molded in the subtle textures and

MOLDED COMPOSITE
WINDOW STOP

a spectrum of colors—seven stains, three driftwood
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